
Florida’s Government Fleet Lifetime Maintenance Savings Potential 

Electric Fleets:

Saving Florida Taxpayers
Updated procurement of Florida’s government

fleets could save taxpayers over $8.7 billion.
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For more than 50 years we’ve been pioneers, using science

and different perspectives to make the environment safer and

healthier for us all. Today, we are one of the world's leading

scientific organizations with more than 250,000 members and

supporters in Florida alone. Fortune magazine called our

board one of the most influential nonprofit boards in the US.

And science still guides everything we do. 

Connect with The Environmental

Defense Fund Florida:

letstackleclimatechangeflorida.com

Economic analysis using mid-range gas price projections showcases

potential $5.4 billion in fuel cost savings by converting Florida’s state

owned vehicles to electric. In addition to reducing pollution, taxpayers

could avoid another $3.3 billion in maintenance cost savings over the

life of the vehicles.
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Florida’s Government Fleet Lifetime Maintenance Savings Potential 

Electric Fleets: The Economics
Updated procurement of Florida’s government fleets

could save taxpayers over $8.7 billion.

4

For more than 50 years we’ve been pioneers, using science and

different perspectives to make the environment safer and healthier for us

all. Today, we are one of the world's leading scientific organizations with

more than 250,000 members and supporters in Florida alone. Fortune

magazine called our board one of the most influential nonprofit boards

in the US. And science still guides everything we do. 

Connect with The Environmental

Defense Fund Florida

letstackleclimatechangeflorida.com

The benefits of all electric vehicles accrue to whomever owns and operates them. As shown in Table 2, Florida

had nearly 69,000 buses and trucks registered to state agencies as of 2020. This fleet could be powered at a

lifetime savings of $5.4 billion if it were replaced with an all-electric fleet instead of a new diesel fleet, and over

$3.3 billion savings in lifetime maintenance cost. This same fleet would avoid 17 million tons of greenhouse

pollution and 15,000 tons of nitrogen oxides lifetime tailpipe pollution if electrified, as shown in Table 3.
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